In our daily life, we usually come across the situation in which the right decision making is highly essential and complicated too where we find our selfconfused regarding the right solution. To have the best feasible solution we need to consider the various parameters concerned to the solution.
Introduction
In the past, classical mathematics methods are unsuitable to solve many problems in Engineering, Medical and Economics. In year 1962, Zadeh [12] introduce fuzzy set theory which has become usual and has large application to many problem
The fuzzy set theory is dependent on the fuzzy membership function   1 , 0 :   X F .
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By the fuzzy membership function, we can determine the membership grade of an element with respect to a set. But there exist a difficulty "how to set the membership function in each particular case".
In 1999, Molodtsov [5] start to use the idea of soft set theory as a new mathematical method to solve complex problem. The lake of certain limitation on the parameter of soft set makes this theory suitable to use and general than its old methods.
In 2002, Maji et. al [4] have further studied the collection of fuzzy set theory and soft set theory to described a new notion of fuzzy soft set, also they gave some application of soft set theory for decision making.
In 2003 Saritas et. al [8] used prostate specification antigen " "PSA , age " "A and prostate volume " "PV as input and prostate cancer risk " "PCR as output. Also, Yuksel et. al, [11] [7] have studied the relation of fuzzy set theory and sot set theory and described a new notion of fuzzy soft set, which includes subset, supper set of a soft set, equality of soft sets, operation on soft sets such as union, intersection, AND and OR operation . They also studied and discussed the basic properties of these operations and gave some application of soft set theory for decision making.
In 2005, Pei and Miao [10] redefined subset and intersection of soft set and improved the work of [6] and [7] .
Through this study, we making survey of dismissed student in Saudi Arabia, Jazan University, Science Department -Girls 
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And our work aim to study the risk of dismissed using the mean value of English marks, General marks and specification marks for student in Jazan University -Science Department -Girls, Mathematic Department based on fuzzy soft set.
Preliminaries
Throughout this work, let  be a non-empty set, E be a set of parameters, 
Definition 2.3. ([4] and [7]):
If       a F A a A , , then   A F A , is called NULL soft set.
Definition 2.4.([4] and [6]):
Definition 2.5." Soft Subset " [6] . If
Definition 2.8. [7] . Let   
and  denote the intersection operation of sets.
Mean Result
Throughout our work, we use the following symbol English marks " . "Eng , General marks " . "Gen and Specification marks " . "Spec .
Calculate Mean Value of
." "Eng ,
." "Gen and
." "Spec for Each Student by Excel Program.
In this section, we use the 
Define Membership Function
We fuzzificated the information of student into Low " "L , middle " "M , high " "H and very high " "VH . 
Fuzzification of Data Set
By using the above membership function for the mean value of marks of the student, we can fuzzification the data as follows: 
Obtaining Soft Sets
Aktas and Cagman [1] proved that each fuzzy set can be consider a soft set, through this fact we will transformation student information's which we have obtained in the previous section to smooth sets as follows ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   101  99  93  86  85  83  82  80  79  78  77  76  75  74  73  71  70  68  65  63 62 61 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   99  98  94  93  92  88  85  83  80  79  78  77  75  74  73  68  64  63  62  60 59 58
Results
In this section, we will recall some results by using  operation on student's information 62  60  59  57  56  55  54  52  50  48  41  40  33  30  .  .  .   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  { ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  {  1  1  0   59  57  55  54  52  50  48  41  40  39  33  30 . . ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   99  93  85  83  80  79  78  77  75  74  73  68  63 62 60
In the same way, we can find many different rules.
Analysis the Result
In this section, we analyze the results which obtained above and found the dismissed risk percentage of each result. Now, we explain the method of determined the risk percentage of the Result I             ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  {  0  0  0   59  57  56  55  54  52  50  48  41  40  39  33  30  . . . ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   99  93  85  83  82  80  79  78  77  75  74  73  68  63 62 60
There are 29 students apply to them condition of the Result I including 21 dismissed students. Hence It can be said that the student who applies his information with Result I, the dismissed risk being 72%.
In the same way, we could be found percentage of the dismissed risk of student in different cases for example: 
Discussion
In this work, we have discussed the problem of dismissed student throughout three parameter English subject, General subject and Specification subject.
From the above Results, we note that information of student 30 x are correspond to Result I, Result III and Result VII, we find that Result III has the highest percentage, then %. 80 30  x student of dismissed risk The Then, if information of student corresponds to more than one case, then we accept the highest one.
